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1 Pre Requisites

The prerequisites required to implement this project are to have a valid google colab ID either in ios or windows os and python latest version needs to be installed.

2 Access Colab and Import necessary libraries

from google.colab import drive
drive.mount('/content/gdrive')

3 Import Libraries

```python
import keras
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Dense, Dropout, Flatten
from keras.layers import Conv2D, MaxPooling2D
from keras.utils import to_categorical
from keras.preprocessing import image
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from keras.utils import to_categorical
from sklearn.preprocessing import image
import math  # for mathematical operations
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  # for plotting the images
%matplotlib inline
import pandas as pd
from keras.preprocessing import image  # for pre-processing the images
import numpy as np  # for mathematical operations
from keras.utils import np_utils
from skimage.transform import resize  # for resizing images
from sklearn.model_selection import train_test_split
from glob import glob
from tqdm import tqdm

import os
from os.path import join
import argparse
import subprocess
import cv2
from tqdm import tqdm
```

Figure 1: Import libraries
4 Defined Functions

```python
def extract_frames(data_path, output_path, method='cv2'):
    print('Method to extract frames, either with ffmpeg or opencv. FFmpeg won’t start from 0 so we would have to rename if we want to keep the filenames coherent.

    os.makedirs(output_path, exist_ok=True)
    if method == 'ffmpeg':
        subprocess.check_output(
            ['ffmpeg -i {} {}.png'.format(data_path, output_path, '%04d.png')],
            shell=True, stderr=subprocess.STDOUT)
    elif method == 'cv2':
        reader = cv2.VideoCapture(data_path)
        count = 0
        #frame_num = 0
        while reader.isOpened():
            success, image = reader.read()
            if success:
                cv2.imwrite(join(output_path, '{}{}.png'.format(count)), image)
                count += 30 # i.e. at 30 fps, this advances one second
                reader.set(1, count)
            else:
                reader.release()
            break
    else:
        raise Exception('Wrong extract frames method: {}'.format(method))
```

Figure 2: To Extract Frames From Videos

```bash
#Code to get faces from images
path = "/content/gdrive/My Drive/data/original_sequences/c40/images1/"

facedata = "/content/gdrive/My Drive/haarcascade_frontalface_default.xml"
cascade = cv2.CascadeClassifier(facedata)

for root, _, files in os.walk(path):
    current_directory_path = os.path.abspath(root)
    for f in files:
        name, ext = os.path.splitext(f)
        #print(name)
        if ext == ".jpg":
            current_image_path = os.path.join(current_directory_path, f)
            current_image = cv2.imread(current_image_path)
            for i, face in enumerate(cascade.detectMultiScale(current_image, scaleFactor=1.1, minNeighbors = 6)):
                x, y, w, h = face
                sub_face = current_image[y:y + h, x:x + w]
                cv2.imwrite(os.path.join("/content/gdrive/My Drive/data/original_sequences/c40/naja/", "{}{}.png"),
```

Figure 3: To extract face from frames
Figure 4: Face from frames
Figure 5: Laplace Transform on images
Figure 6: Canny edge Transform on images
5 Implementation

```python
# Creating validation set for raw images
X_train, X_test, y_train, y_test = train_test_split(X_org, y_org, random_state=42, test_size=0.2)

# Define the model structure
model = Sequential()
model.add(Conv2D(32, kernel_size=(3, 3), activation='relu', input_shape=(28, 28, 3)))
model.add(Conv2D(64, (3, 3), activation='relu'))
model.add(MaxPooling2D(pool_size=(2, 2)))
model.add(Dropout(0.25))
model.add(Flatten())
model.add(Dense(128, activation='relu'))
model.add(Dropout(0.5))
model.add(Dense(2, activation='softmax'))

# Compile the model
model.compile(loss='categorical_crossentropy', optimizer='Adam', metrics=['accuracy'])

# Training the model with transform face images
# Fit the model
history = model.fit(X_train, y_train, epochs=50, batch_size=20, validation_data=(X_test, y_test))
```

Figure 7: CNN

```python
import strawberryfields as sf
from strawberryfields.ops import Dgate, BSgate
import tensorflow as tf
import qml as qm
import qml.tf as qpl
from qml.tf.helpers import make_param
from qml.tf import CircuitLearner

def circuit(X):
    phi = make_param('phi', constant=True)
    eng, q = sf.Engine(2)
    with eng:
        Dgate(X[:, 0], 0.) | q[0]
        Dgate(X[:, 1], 0.) | q[1]
        BSgate(phi=phi) | (q[0], q[1])
        BSgate() | (q[0], q[1])

    num_inputs = X.get_shape().as_list()[0]
    state = eng.run('tf', cutoff_dim=10, eval=False, batch_size=num_inputs)

    p0 = state.fock_prob([0, 2])
    p1 = state.fock_prob([2, 0])
    normalisation = p0 + p1 + 1e-10
    circuit_output = p1 / normalisation

    return circuit_output
```

Figure 8: QML import

Figure 9: QML Circuit
hyperparams = {'circuit': circuit,  
                'task': 'supervised',  
                'loss': myloss,  
                'optimizer': 'SGD',  
                'init_learning_rate': 0.5}

learner = CircuitLearner(hyperparams=hyperparams)
learner.train_circuit(X=X_train, Y=Y_train, steps=3, batch_size=2)

test_score = learner.score_circuit(X=X_test, Y=Y_test,  
                                   outputs_to_predictions=outputs_to_predictions)
print('
Possible scores to print: {}
'.format(list(test_score.keys())))
print('Accuracy on test set: {}
'.format(test_score['accuracy']))
print('Loss on test set: {}
'.format(test_score['loss']))

outcomes = learner.run_circuit(X=X_pred, outputs_to_predictions=outputs_to_predictions)

print('
Possible outcomes to print: {}
'.format(list(outcomes.keys())))
print('Predictions for new inputs: {}
'.format(outcomes['predictions']))

from time import time
t0 = time()
learner.train_circuit(X=X, Y=Y, steps=50, batch_size=10)
print('Training time: %s' % round(time()-t0, 3))

def run():

Figure 10: QML circuit

Figure 11: QML implementation